Local Transportation

If you are flying into Dublin, then the most direct and cost-effective means of transportation would be via air coach (http://www.aircoach.ie/) from Dublin Airport to Cork – Patrick’s Quay, and then get a taxi or bus to the Hayfield Manor or to UCC. The cost of the air coach ticket varies by departure, but a round-trip ticket can be obtained for around €30.00. The air coach journey time from Dublin to Cork is approximately 3.5 hours.

Once you are in Cork, you can take a taxi (single fare €12.00 approximately) to the hotel or to UCC. You can also take the local bus (route number 205). The route 205 bus stop location (St. Patrick Street – Marks and Spencer) is about a 5-minute walk from the air coach drop-off location. The stop you want to get off at is the College Rd. (UCC Gates Boole). From here the hotel where most are staying is about a 5-minute walk, and the conference venue is about a 15-minute walk.

In general, here is the link to UCC’s webpage for How to Get to UCC – https://www.ucc.ie/en/about/visitors/getting-here/.

Important Addresses

- Dublin Airport: Dublin Airport, Corballis, Co. Dublin, Ireland
- Cork Airport: Cork Airport, Kinsale Rd, Cork, Ireland
- Conference Venue: Western Gateway Building – UCC, Western Rd, Mardyke, Cork, Ireland
  - Meeting Room 226
- Hayfield Manor Hotel: Hayfield Manor Hotel, Perrott Avenue, College Road, T12 HT97, Cork, Ireland
  - Email: enquiries@hayfieldmanor.ie  |  Phone: +353 21 4845900
- Air Coach stop: St Patrick’s Quay, Cork, Ireland
- Bus pickup location closest to Air Coach stop: St. Patrick Street (Marks and Spencer), Cork, Ireland
- Bus stop (at UCC): College Rd (UCC Gates Boole), University College, Cork, Ireland